
How To Create Stellar 
Facebook and Instagram Ads 

For Your Business



Hi I’m Rachel
Rachel Beaney is an Australian freelance social media 
specialist with over a decade in digital media. 

She’s worked with global names like Microsoft, 
Samsung, Network Ten, in addition to small business, 
start ups, not-for-profits and government bodies. 

She loves helping business owners and marketers break 
down social media into tangible, practical steps to reach 
their business goals.



Housekeeping

ü Limit interruptions (turn off phone, email 
notifications)

ü Please ask questions – it helps everyone learn
ü There are no stupid questions
ü Respect others
ü At the end of class, feel free to give me feedback
ü Tea and coffee is available
ü Bathroom location
ü Lunch is 12:30 – 1.30 (café downstairs)



Hello
Please share your:
• Name
• Business or industry
• What do you want to learn from today?
• How much experience have you had with Facebook 

ads?



Download this presentation
Head to
rachelbeaney.com/fbres
For this preso and other 
helpful links



Today’s course

• What are Facebook ads?

• Who can Facebook 
target?

• How do people buy 
online?

INTRO

• What are your 
objectives?

• Who is your audience?

• Designing your ads 
(hands-on)

LUNCH BREAK

• Online advertising costs

• Planning your budget

PLANNING A 
CAMPAIGN

• Ads Manager set up

• Campaign Planning 
(hands-on)

• Launching ads (hands-
on)

LAUNCHING ADS

• Analyzing results

• Building reporting

• Optimizing ads

REVIEWING RESULTS



INTRO TO 
FACEBOOK ADS



What are Facebook ads?



Why use Facebook ads?
Digital and mobile focus:  the average person 
spends 28% of their time online on social 
media, and 84% of Facebook users are mobile.

Cheap and measurable: Compared to television, 
print or radio, its very cheap to reach people. 
And, it’s measurable: you can see exactly how 
many people saw, clicked on or engaged with 
your ad.



Set your own budget: you can set your budget 
to spend as little, or as much, as you want.

Detailed targeting: you can target people by 
demographics, interests and behaviors that 
you can’t get on other platforms, or retarget 
existing customers. Facebook ads can be 
powered by Artificial Intelligence, so it can 
find the your audience for you.

Why use Facebook ads?



Reduced Organic Reach: Less than 1% of 
Facebook fans will now see a post from a 
Facebook Page. The platform is changing, so 
we need to adapt.

Social Proof: Facebook ads give your audience 
the chance to comment, ask questions and tag 
their friends. Now, 84% of millennials trusting 
opinions of other consumers over brands.

Why use Facebook ads?





Facebook
Different placements for different objectives:
• Newsfeed
• Instant Articles
• In-Stream Videos
• Right Column
• Stories
• Suggested Videos
• Marketplace
• Messenger Home
• Sponsored Messages



Facebook Audience 
Network

Instagram

FUNNYVIDEOS.COM



Why use Ads Manager
instead of just boosting?

• Objective-based optimization
• ‘Dark Posts’
• A/B testing aka Split testing
• Custom audiences, 

retargeting and Lookalikes
• Ad formats (i.e. carousel ads)



Ad Types for different goals

• Image
• Video 
• Carousel - ecommerce
• Collection - ecommerce
• Lead Gen ads - enquiries

ß today’s focus



What’s the diff?
GOOGLE SEARCH ADS FACEBOOK

Demographics + interests 
+ behaviors

Demographics + 
keywords

“Likely target audience”“Need my product”

Use all the tools 
in your 

marketing 
toolbox



Who can Facebook target?



Who have you targeted on Facebook in the past?



Page Fans
You can target ads to 
people who like your 
Facebook Page.



Website Visitors
After installing the 
Facebook Pixel to track 
your visitors, you can 
target ads to people who 
have visited your site, or a 
specific page on your site.



Customer Data
You can upload your customer data to build a ‘Custom 
Audience’. If Facebook finds a match, you can target 
ads to them.

You can target based on:
• Name
• Phone number
• Email Address
• And more



Interests
You can target ads to 
people based on 
demographics, 
interests or behaviors 
(i.e. people who shop 
online).

See resources for an infographic on targeting options



Retargeting Actions
You can target ads to 
people based on if they 
have clicked on your 
ad, watched your 
video, RSVP’d to an 
event.



Lookalikes
You can tell Facebook to 
look at a Custom Audience 
group you’ve created, and 
Facebook’s algorithm will 
serve your ads to similar 
people.

Custom audiences are audiences found through their behavior i.e. Website visitors



Recap
Facebook and Instagram can target ads to:
• Your Page fans
• Website visitors
• Customer data (phone, email etc.)
• Based on Interests or Behaviors
• Retargetting based on actions
• Lookalikes based on custom audiences



Online sales



What is your ad purpose?

• Awareness
• Interest
• Reengage / Remind
• Conversion
• Buy again

Choose one to focus on



Before a sale
• Not all customers will buy the first time they see 

your ads, especially if it’s a high-commitment or 
high-value item (8 – 22 touchpoints!)

• Customers sometimes need to ‘get to know’ your 
brand before they will buy. Trust takes time.

• Some products are purchased only when needed, 
so timing can come into it.



PLANNING A 
CAMPAIGN



REAL LIFE
CAMPAIGN

Grab a worksheet



What are your 
objectives?



Why are objectives 
important?

• Helps you measure success
• Helps you craft your ad copy
• Helps Facebook optimize



Why are you running ads?

• Traffic - clickthroughs to site
• Conversions – actions taken i.e. sales or signups
• Brand awareness – impressions / views
• Conversations – engagements
• Video Views – views of a video



How familiar?
Does this audience 
know you already? 

i.e. Page fans, on mailing list, CRM, 
visited website?

Is it a brand new 
audience you’re 
trying to grow?

• Retargeting using 
Custom Audiences

• Demographics, Interests, Behaviors
• Friends Of Fans

• Lookalikes using Custom Audiences



EXERCISE

On your handout, answer --

DEMO
Book launch teaser –
Traffic to site



Knowing Your Audience



Why do we need to 
know our audience?

• Helps you write your ads
• Helps you target your ads
• Both of these lower your cost if done effectively



Getting to 
know your 
audience…



Focus
What factors make 
your audience 
uniquely your 
audience?

“Everyone” isn’t an audience.
“Is your grandma your audience?”



List your your customer’s details:
• age, gender, location, education, job, income.

(Some of these factors won’t be relevant for different businesses!)
Imagine real customers if that helps

EXERCISE

Demographics



• Do certain interests dictate your audience? Art 
loves? Gamers? Fashion? 

• This is useful to help your copy connect with 
your audience.



Think about your customer again. 
List 5 interests that identify them as uniquely 
your audience.

Ideas: What shows do they watch, Facebook pages they Like, 
favorite movies, food they eat, websites they visit, weekend 
routines, or hobbies, work patterns…

Interests



• What problem is your business 
solving?
à What “problem’ is pizza solving?

• Ordering pizza isn’t (just) the 
problem of people being hungry.
• You’re ordering a night off from 
decisions, cooking, washing up, fussy 
eaters.



What problem does your product or 
service solve for the customer? 

Or what “job” does your product do?

Purpose



EXERCISE

On your handout, answer --

14 – 35 y o females
(Australia)

a) Escape from reality
b) Representation - science 
fiction stories always 
being about men or robots



People who know you and trust you are 
more likely to purchase from you. 

Prioritize warm audiences when targeting, 
or acknowledge that it may take time to 

build a warm audience.

Selecting an audience



EXERCISE

On your handout, answer --

Australia

14  -35

F

NA

Science fiction, Star Wars, Firefly, Legend Of Korra



Cup of tea 
break



Designing Your Ads





RESOURCES



Test your copy and 
images to see what works 

for your audience.



When writing copy…
Remember your audience and the 
“job” your product does for them.



Copy:
• Relevant: solves their “problem”
• Engaging: includes enticing value 

proposition
• Convert: Include call to action.



SAMPLE AD COPY:
[Problem?] [Solution]
[Trust or CTA]

Not enough hours in the day to prep a heathy 
meal? 
We’ve got dinner sorted.
BRAND is trusted by over 15,000 hungry 
customers!



RESOURCES

“Ready to get your marketing organized? 
20,000+ marketers and bloggers use our 

tool to plan ahead and save time.”
Use numbers, and showing benefits

“How well do you rank for SEO?”
Question / hook for specific audience.

“4-hour flash sale! 25% off hot balloon 
adventures. Deal ends 5pm EDT.”

Sense of urgency

“They helped me find my dream job!” 
Social Proof or testimonials

“Start a trial in 2 minutes!” 
Eliminate likely customer objections

“Only 300 pieces left”
Fear Of Missing Out or FOMO



FACEBOOK AD POLICIES
facebook.com/policies/ads

RESOURCES

What is not allowed?

Harder to run if political or social causes.

Ads must not contain content that asserts or implies personal attributes around 
name, race, religion and more:

“We print customizable t-shirts and stickers with your name.”
“Billy Taylor, get this t-shirt with your name in print!”

✔

✘

Poor grammar, profanity, sales of weapons, adult services and more…

Sometimes Facebook blocks ads with the word ‘you’.



• Clearly show what you’re selling, whether it’s a 
product shot or the concept.



• Show people smiling
• Show people using your product
• Bright colours attract attention
• 20% text on image is no longer a rule, but good practice for design



Images:
• Resize image to correct specs
• Rectangle of 1,200 x 628 pixels
• Square of 1,200 x 1,200

RESOURCES

Use images you own, have the rights to or creative 
commons zero.



General tips
Assume that your audience will see it on a tiny mobile 
screen. Make images easy to see and read on mobile.

Keep your ad design consistent with your website. 
They should feel they’ve clicked through to a place 

that matches what the ad was selling.



A/B testing or Split testing
• You can serve two different ads to the 

same audience and see which one is most 
effective.

• Testing small changes i.e. different 
headlines mean you can make minute 
improvements that add up.



Primary Text: 
Where are all the adventures of kickass women who 
have adventures in space? 

✨Right here, fam. 
😍

Subscribe now to be the first to see a sneak peek.

Headline: 
The Biokin Chronicles by Spencer Rose

Link Description:
"I absolutely loved it"

DEMO AD



Mock Up Tool:
• Facebook Ads Creative Hub
business.facebook.com/ads/creativehub/home



Let’s design your ad



EXERCISE

Let’s spend 30 minutes --



Lunch break
Do you have business manager set up?
We will need it after lunch!

business.facebook.com

See how to at rachelbeaney.com/fbres



How much does
online advertising cost?



“So… how much 
will I spend?”



There are two different ways you can buy 
ads:
• Based on how many times your ads is 

seen (impressions)
• Based on how many people engage with 

your ad (clicks)



see take action

impressions clicks

CPM CPC
cost per thousand cost per click

Good for awareness ads Good for conversion ads



Terminology
CPM | “Cost per thousand impressions”
Cost per thousand impressions of the ad

$8 CPM
If you spend $8, your ads will be seen 1000 times

* Sample CPM only, based on demand



What is CPM?
If your CPM is $8, it will cost $8 for 1000 
views of the ad.

If you spend $100, being charged a CPM of $8, 
your ad will be seen 12,500 times.



Terminology
CPC | “Cost per click”

How much you will pay “per click”
The amount spent divided by the number who click 

$1 CPC
For each person who clicks on the ad, you spend $1



What is CPC?
If you spend $100, and 100 people click,
it is a Cost Per Click of $1.

Cost per click = amount you spend / number of people who click



What is CPC?
SPEND NUMBER OF

PEOPLE CLICKING CPC

$100 200 $0.50 CPC
$100 300 $0.33 CPC

$100 500 $0.20 CPC
Cost per click = amount you spend / number of people who click

The more who click, the cheaper the cost. (Solid targeting and engaging copy pays off!)



Terminology
• CPC / CPE / CPV

• Cost Per Click / Cost Per Engagement / Cost Per View
• You may be charged differently based on your objective.



Minimum spend?

CPM ads = $5 per day, or $35 per week
CPC ads = $2 per day, or $15 per week.

But consider the results of using minimum spend. 
$2 spend per day is only buying 2 clicks if your CPC is $1.



Reducing Spend
CPM

• $8 CPM is an average based on industry figures
• Your CPM cost may be more or less. Test to find out.

• If your audience is in high demand, your CPM will be higher. 
Find niche audiences to reduce CPM cost.

• Peak periods like Christmas may be more expensive.



Reducing Spend
CPC

• $1 CPC is an average based on industry figures
• Your CPC cost may be more or less. Test to find out.

• To reduce CPC, ensure you have the right audience and most 
engaging copy.



Which should I use?

àDepends on objective i.e. awareness vs clicks
àFacebook often defaults to appropriate



Planning Your Budget



The first time running ads (every client/project) is a 
learning exercise. You may need to spend money to 

learn best audiences and best ad creative.



vsI know my 
marketing 

budget

I have a specific goal

• I need y traffic to my site
• I need to sell x number of products
• I want to reach z number of people

• I need x new customers$500



Online shopping

Your ad budget is $200

You’re selling a $20 dress.$20



Consider website conversions

$200 results in
375 clicks to site

If $8 CPM @ 1.5% CTR

If 3% of 375 people 
buy, you have 11 

purchases.

You’ve made 
$220, or a 

profit of $20

$20



Spend duration
Daily budget vs Lifetime budget

Evenly spend over campaign duration

Facebook will spend that amount, even 
if not engaged audiences that day.

Useful for testing on ‘always on’ ads

Spreads roughly across campaign duration

Ad ad can fluctuate, and spend more if doing 
well, especially if a trend/timely.

Allows for time of day scheduling



vsI know my 
marketing 

budget

I have a specific goal

rachelbeaney.com/fbres/
[Google Drive] Rachel’s Budget Projection Tool



EXERCISE

On your handout, answer --

$100

Lifetime



LAUNCHING ADS



Ads Manager set up



Ads Manager set up
Let’s look at how ads are structured in 
Facebook.



Ad Set Up
CAMPAIGN - Objective

AD SET – Targeting, 
Placement, Budgets

AD – Ad Design



Ad Set Up
OBJECTIVE: Clicks to Site

AD SET: Women AD SET: Men

AD:
Copy A

AD:
Copy B

AD:
Copy C

AD:
Copy D



What’s in a name?
CAMPAIGN - Objective

AD SET – Targeting

AD – Ad Design

DEC_EBOOK_CPM

F-35-45_AUS_DESKTOP

BEACH-DESIGN



EXERCISE

On your handout, answer --

Book 1 - Awareness Campaign

Sci fi – 14 -35 F AU

Pink background



Your campaign plan



Campaign Planning
• Objective
• Audience Targeting
• Timeline
• Budget
• Ad copy and design



EXERCISE

On your handout, fill in all the 
remaining items for your ad.



Cup of tea 
break



Walkthrough:
Serving Your Ad



First things first
Before we start you need access to  
Facebook Business Manager 

business.facebook.com

RESOURCES

rachelbeaney.com/fbres



How to run your ad
Using the ad copy we’ve drafted and 
the campaign plan we’ve created, we 
will launch one Facebook ad using 
Facebook’s Ad Manager.



Primary Text: 
Where are all the adventures of kickass 
women who have adventures in space? 

✨Right here, fam. 
😍

Subscribe now to be the first to see a 
sneak peek.

Headline: 
The Biokin Chronicles by Spencer Rose

Link Description:
"I absolutely loved it"



My targeting

Australia

14  -35

F

NA

Science fiction, Star Wars, Firefly, Legend Of Korra

Budget $100



DEMO

Or follow 
along



Walkthrough:
Saving Audiences,
Custom Audiences 

and Lookalikes



Building Custom Audiences
We will build Custom Audiences 
based on:
• Website Traffic
• Customer Data
• Lookalike Audiences



This is a bit more advanced…

Not everyone needs to use Custom Audiences, 
but they are useful to know about. 

Feel free to just take notes to try another time, or 
follow along if you are ready to try this for your 

business.



DEMO



Walkthrough:
Testing multiple audiences



Running multiple ad sets

Now that we have set up custom 
audiences, let’s run the same ad 
design we’ve created to these 
different audiences through new 
ad sets.



My campaign plan
Ad Targeting Budget

Ad Set 1: Sci Fi $25

Ad Set 2: Star Wars $25

Ad Set 3: Firefly $25

Ad Set 4: Legend Of Korra $25

Total Campaign Budget: $100



DEMO



REVIEWING 
RESULTS



Analyzing Your Results



Reporting
Why is reporting important?

• If your ad is working, it runs more efficiently -
you get more for your dollar.

• Understanding how to read your reports 
means you can make the changes you need.



Why report?

$200 is
200 clicks

($1 CPC)

$200 is
400 clicks
($0.50 CPC)

Return On Ad Spend = did you get sales for the budget you spent?



What is click through rate?
Click Through Rate

Percentage of people who click on ad, 
compared to how many who saw the ad.

i.e. 1% CTR

If 100 people see an ad, and 1 person clicks 
on it, you’ve got a 1% CTR.



Click Through Rate =  Percentage of people who click on ad, based 
on how many who saw the ad.

AD CTR CPC SPEND
Cats Ad 1.02% $0.70 $14
Dogs Ad 1.45% $0.75 $14

What is click through rate?



By any other name…

If your ad objective is for traffic, looking at the Click 
Through Rate is the metric you should focus on.

If you are running another objective, for example,
engagement, the metric might have another name, 

for example, Result Rate.



Terminology
Reach is the real number of people who saw your ad.  

i.e. 1000 people

Impression is the number of times the ad was served. 
i.e. 4000 impressions

Your ad could be served to the same people 
multiple times.



Terminology
Think of impressions as flyers.

You could print 4000 flyers.
You hand them to 1000 people.

Each person has 4 flyers.
You have 4000 impressions (flyers).

But a reach of 1000 (people).



Terminology
We know that your ad can be served to the same 

people multiple times – and that’s a good thing because 
people need to become familiar with your brand before 

buying.

But there’s a fine line between someone becoming 
aware of your brand, and feeling like it’s stalking them 

all over the internet.



Terminology
This is where frequency comes in:

Run your ad enough times so your audience is familiar with your 
ad, but not so many times that it feels creepy.

When people see your ad above 5 times, if they haven’t bought, 
they will might start getting annoyed with you.



Benchmark against your personal best



Benchmarks
It is helpful to have an idea of where to aim if you’ve 

never run ads before…

CPC: $1.20 or less
CPM: $8 is standard

Click Through Rate on ads: 1% or more
Frequency cap: 4 times or less

Results: Aim for at least 100+ results before determining ad 
ad success, or 24 hours.



Benchmarks
Do your own research into your industry as your 

industry figures might be different.

Google:
“Facebook Ads Industry Benchmarks metric industry”
“Facebook Ads Industry Benchmarks CPC legal”

TIP: Often this research is in USD



Beat your personal best

Every business is different.

In the end, you are trying to make 
your ads run more effectively than 

your last set of ads.



Walkthrough:
Building your reporting



Less is more
We live in an age of excess information.

We have so much information, that the challenge 
isn’t finding information, but knowing which 

information to ignore.

Set up a report in Facebook that monitors 
the metrics you need to 

determine success for your ad run.



My reporting set up

Consider your objectives. 
What is the data you need to determine success?

Result
Rate or 

CTR

Cost 
per 

result 
or CPC

Results
aka 

clicks
Spent

Start 
and 
end 

dates

Freq Reach Imp’ns

1% or
more

$1.20
or less

100
E.g. 
$20

E.g.
Jan 1-
Jan 30

5 or 
less

E.g.. 
1000

E.g.. 
4000



DEMO



What is ad optimization?





What is optimization?

Optimization is adjusting your 
ad budget based on your ad 
performance.

TIP: Adjusting features of a live ad, such as start/end date 
or copy will impact the ad’s performance. Only budget 
can be adjusted in small increments.



Let your ads learn
Facebook learns about who engages with 
your ad and serves the ad to more people 
like that over time.

Let your ads learn for at least 24 hours, or 
seen by 100 people, before drawing 
conclusions if an ad is working.



What do we look for?
Ad performing poorly? 
Reduce the budget by 20% or turn off.

Ad performing well? 
Increase the budget by 20%.

Ad performing really well? 
Investigate and duplicate.



Benchmarks
It is helpful to have an idea of where to aim if you’ve 

never run ads before…

CPC: $1.20 or less
CPM: $8

Click Through Rate on ads: 1% or more
Frequency cap: 4 or less

Results: Aim for at least 100 results before determining ad 
ad success, or 24 hours.

FLASHBACK



What can we investigate?

Use the Breakdown filter to investigate:
• Age
• Gender
• Device
• Placement
• Location
• + more



Why break it down?

AD CTR CPC
TOTAL 1.17% $0.70
Female 1.20% $0.72

Male 1.11% $0.63



Walkthrough:
Optimization



DEMO



Next steps
• Check on your ads every day 

until your campaigns ends.
• Set a reminder on your 

calendar.
• Increase budget, decrease 

budget or turn ads on and off 
until your ad run ends.



Key takeaways
• Remember your ad objective and why you 

are running your ads.
• Are the ads cost effective for your goals?
• Review your Ad Plan and see if your ad is 

meeting your goals.



A few more tips…
Tips:
• Include Campaign Spending limit
• Rules
• UTMs Parameters



That’s it!





We have covered…
• What are Facebook ads?
• Who can Facebook target?
• Best-practice for designing ads
• How much does online advertising cost?
• What is Return On Ad Spend?
• Ad Manager Set Up
• Analyzing your results
• What is ad optimization?



You learnt how to…
• Pinpoint your campaign objectives
• Identify your audience
• Design your ads
• Select your ad budget
• Plan your ad campaign
• You served an ad
• You can build custom audiences and Lookalikes
• You can test multiple audiences
• You know how to build your reporting
• You know how to optimize your ads



Any questions?



FACEBOOK GROUP NEWSLETTER
rachelbeaney.com/newsletter

facebook.com/groups/beansocial


